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Empower sales associates to deliver an enhanced 

shopping journey with an on-brand retail associate 

app. Aila’s iPod-based Mobile Imager and the Pre-

dictSpring Platform together empower retail asso-

ciates with robust mobile app experiences within a 

Empower Sales Associates with 
Retail-Ready Handheld Tools

The complete retail associate companion
The PredictSpring Store Associate App solves for endless retail associate tasks with responsive and 

connected modules associates can engage shoppers from anywhere in the store. On Aila’s Mobile 

Imager with integrated TrueScan technology, the app unlocks versatile in-store use cases ranging 

from product discovery and mobile payments to back-end inventory management:
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scanning-enabled device. This all-in-one solu-

tion combines Aila’s industry-leading scanning 

technology and sleek product design with the 

PredictSpring comprehensive and intuitive re-

tail associate application.
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ONLINE 
ORDERING



Aila’s Mobile Imager combines the industry’s lightest, 

sleekest form factor for iOS with powerful, effortless 

one-handed scanning. 

•  Drop tested to 4 ft.

•  Wrist and neck lanyard add wearability and enhanced 

drop protection

•  1/2 the size and weight of other iOS-based handhelds

•  Runs native iOS apps for fast deployments  

and easy upgrades 

Engage Shoppers from 
Anywhere in the Store

Enable retailers to maximize associate productivity and 

deliver exceptional customer service with industry-lead-

ing technologies. 

•  30X faster app load times paired with effortless and 

accurate barcode scanning

•  Precision red-dot aimer, white-LED illumination, and 

visual, audio & haptic scanning feedback combine for 

an exceptional scanning experience in any lighting en-

vironment

•  A search engine that delivers instant results as the 

user types

Remove customer frustration associated with lines and 

enable store associates to easily take payment for cus-

tomer orders from anywhere in the store.

•  With mPOS, store associates can collect customer 

payments instantly, safely and securely

•  Need to accept cash? Store associate apps are wire-

lessly connected to a cash draw. Store managers can 

monitor cash flow in real time within the app

To learn more about Aila, visit ailatech.com. To learn more about PredictSpring, visit predictspring.com. 
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Enterprise-grade durability — iOS personality


